Secondary structure model of the coat protein gene of turnip yellow mosaic virus RNA: long, C-rich, single-stranded regions.
The RNA of all tymoviruses, a group of ssRNA plant viruses, has a base composition that is different from that of most other viruses. The excess of cytosines (35-42%) and the low number of guanosines (15-17%) must impel an RNA structure with a relatively low amount of base pairing and a high incidence of unpaired cytosines. These unpaired cytosines probably function in RNA-protein interactions. To gain Insight into the way the RNA is positioned inside the virion, the secondary structure has been determined of a part of TYMV RNA, including the so-called tymobox, the coat protein gene, and the 3' untranslated region, by structure probing, sequence comparison, and computer predictions. Conservation of secondary structure elements in tymoviruses is not high and does not parallel the conservation of the primary structure. A combination of structure prediction and probing experiments, however, results in a model consisting of structured domains of 100-200 nucleotides interspersed by long unpaired cytosine-rich regions. The latter may interact with the coat protein inside the virion. The structure of some functionally interesting regions of the 3' part of TYMV RNA is also discussed.